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ABSTRACT - It present the comparison of the performance of two different compression 

wavelet schemes namely Spatial-orientation Trees Wavelet (STW) and Adaptively Scanned 

Wavelet Difference Reduction (ASWDR). The paper analyses the compression schemes using 

gray scale image and color scale Image such that the quality of the reconstructed image. The 

characteristics of quality performance is calculate STW and ASWDR and Compared the 

compression ratio and bit per pixel (BPP) against the peak signal to noise ratio, mean square 

error (MSE) respectively for gray scale images and color scale image represented in various 

image sizes of 256x256 and 512x512.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

These algorithms fall into two broad types, lossless algorithms and lossy algorithms. A lossless 

algorithm reproduces the original exactly. A lossy algorithm, as its name implies, loses some 

data. Data loss may be unacceptable in many applications. Depending on the quality required of 
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the reconstructed image, varying amounts of loss of information can be accepted. [3] Lossy 

compression is also acceptable in fast transmission of still images over the Internet. Here we 

concentrate on lossy compression methods which are STW and ASWDR.  

Lossless compression Techniques In lossless compression scheme reconstructed image is same 

to the input image. Lossless image compression techniques first convert the images in to the 

image pixels. Then processing is done on each single pixel. The First step includes prediction of 

next image pixel value from the neighborhood pixels. In the second stage the difference between 

the predicted value and the actual intensity of the next pixel is coded using different encoding 

methods.   

 

Fig.1 Block diagram of Lossless compression method 

     The five stages of compression and uncompression are shown in fig.1. 

 

Fig.2 Block diagram of Lossy compression method    
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II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

This paper is aimed at analyzing the performance of three different state-of-the-art image 

compression schemes namely Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (EZW), Spatial-orientation Trees 

Wavelet (STW) and Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPHIT). The paper analyses the 

compression schemes using X-ray image data such that the quality of the reconstructed image 

would be closely related to its original image after 20 iterations of the compression steps. We 

compared the compression ratio and bit per pixel against the peak signal to noise ratio 

respectively for X-ray images represented in various image sizes of 256x256 and 512x512. Also, 

we discussed the characteristics on quality performance used. Some tests conducted for 

comparing them and the compression quality are addressed in this paper and the quality of 

compression is determined from the metrics of compression ratio (CR), bit per pixel (BPP), mean 

square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).  [6] 

The wavelet techniques used for compression and uncompression of gray scale and true color 

images. The valid compression methods are STW (Spatial Orientation Tree Wavelet), WDR 

Wavelet Difference Reduction) used in this paper, we are using bior 4.4 wavelet for image 

compression. In this paper Comparison of different quality assessment metrics for the 

enhancement and compression techniques are carried out. This comparison is done on the basis 

of subjective and objective parameters. Subjective parameter is visual quality and objective 

parameters are Peak signal-to- noise ratio (PSNR), Compression Ratio (CR), Mean square error 

(MSE), L2-norm ratio, Bits per pixel (BPP) and Maximum error.[1] 

Wavelets are used to characterize a complex pattern as a series of simple patterns and 

coefficients that, when multiplied and summed, reproduce the original pattern.  The data 

compression schemes can be divided into lossless and lossy compression. Lossy compression 

generally provides much higher compression than lossless compression. Wavelets are a class of 

functions used to localize a given signal in both space and scaling domains. A Min Image was 

originally created to test one type of wavelet and the additional functionality was added to Image 

to support other wavelet types, and the EZW coding algorithm was implemented to achieve 

better compression.[2] 

The world creates and feeds on huge chunks of storage space containing multimedia. Most part 

of this belongs to images. As technology is constantly growing, the sizes and the pixel density of 

these images are getting enhanced. Hence, efficient techniques are required to maintain their size 

and reusability. There are basically two types of image compression: lossless and lossy. Lossless 

coding does not permit high compression ratios whereas lossy coding can achieve high 

compression ratio. Among the existing lossy compression schemes, transform coding is one of 

the most effective strategies. In the vicinity of this paper, the various coding techniques with 

their description and highlights of their merits and demerits are discussed. This can provide an 

insight to users on comparing and considering all the techniques and to choose the one based on 

requirement in hand.[4] 
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III. IMAGE COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES  

The following sections discuss compression techniques that are exclusively used 2D images 

exploiting the unique characteristics.  

 Spatial-Orientation Tree Wavelet: A. STW is essentially the SPIHT algorithm; the only 

difference is that SPIHT is slightly more careful in its organization of coding output. The only 

difference between STW and EZW is that STW uses a different approach to encoding the zero 

tree information. STW uses a state transition model. From one threshold to the next, the locations 

of transform values undergo state transitions. [6]. 

FEATURES     

 Widely used-high PSNR values for given CRs for variety of images  

 Employs spatial orientation tree structure  

 Quad-tree or hierarchical trees set- partitioned  

 Keeps track of state of sets of indices by means of 3 lists: LSP, LIS, LIP  

 Employs progressive and embedded transmission 

image quality and PSNR    

 DEMERITS   

 More memory requirements due to 3 lists  

 Only implicitly locates position of significant coefficient  

 Suits variety of natural images  

 Transmitted information is formed of single bits  

 Perceptual quality not optimal 

  Adaptively Scanned Wavelet Difference Reduction: The ASWDR algorithm is a very simple 

procedure. A wavelet transform is first applied to the image, and then the bit-plane based WDR 

encoding algorithm for the wavelet coefficients is carried out. One of the defects of SPIHT is 

that it only implicitly locates the position of significant coefficients. This can occur, for example, 

with a portion of a low resolution medical image that has been sent at a low bpp rate in order to 

arrive quickly. Such compressed data operations are possible with the wavelet difference 

reduction (WDR) algorithm of Tian and Wells [2].  

The term difference reduction refers to the way in which ADWDR encodes the locations of 

significant wavelet transform values, Although WDR will not typically produce higher PSNR we 

will see that WDR can produce perceptually superior images, especially at high compression 

ratios. The only difference between ASWDR and the bit-plane encoding is in the significance 

pass. In WDR, the output from the significance pass consists of the signs of significant values 

along with sequences of bits which concisely describe the precise locations of significant values [6].   
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FEATURES 

  Modified scanning order compared to WRD 

 Prediction of locations of new significant values  

 Dynamically adapts to the locations of edge details  

 Encodes more significant values than WDR  

 Perceptual image quality better than SPIHT and slightly better than WDR  

 PSNR better than SPIHT and WDR  

 Slightly higher edge correlation values than WDR  

 Preserves more of the fine details  

 Suits high CR images like in  reconnaissance and medical images 

 

COMPARISON 

Performance STW ASWDR 

Perceptual Quality not optimal  Optimal 

PSNR high Low 

Memory more less than 

Table 1.1 Performances of STW and ASWDR Comparison 

IV. CONCLUSION  

In this study, implemented state-of-the-art quality metrics for analyzing the performance of 

wavelet-based medical image compression is using EZW, SPIHT, STW and WDR algorithms for 

cloud computing. Based on the above investigation, we comprehend that it would be reasonable 

to use the WDR coder for better performance of image compression on medical images for time-

limited computational complexity and for high PSNR values, STW coder is better. PSNR values, 

however, are not always reliable criteria for image fidelity [3]. 
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